ICEAA Tech Showcase: EVM and ANSI/EIA-748 Compliance
IMC Introduction

- Traditional Services
- Cloud EVM
- Vector
- EVM Experts
What “Cloud” Means in CloudEVM

- Intuitive User Interface
- Zero Footprint
- Quick Deployment
- Cost Efficient
- Scalable
- Functionally Rich EV Business Solution
- Secure, Enterprise Ready
How CloudEVM Works

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
- Work Break Down Structure
- Hours
- Cost
- 100% Performance
- Resource Spread Curve

ACCOUNTING
- People
- Hours
- Cost
- Indirect Costs
- Calendar

EVM SOLUTION
- Comprehensive EV Engine
- Open Integration
- EV Reporting & Analytics
- Enterprise Collaboration

IPMR
- Analysis
- Charts
- Data Cube
- Reports
- Export to Excel
Why is CloudEVM Unique

True Cloud Solution
- Multi-tenant, high performing cloud application

Earned Value Expertise
- Depth of knowledge in both software design and delivery

Comprehensive Product Offering
- Scalable from small to large projects across all industries

Fits Anywhere
- Adaptable to any business without interrupting existing business process
Serving Customers Across Project Management

Current Service Customers

Former Service Customers

Current CloudEVM Customers
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Incredible Data Transformation into useful EVM Information
Product Demonstration

![Product Demonstration Image]

**CLOUDevm™**
EVM Compliant Reporting and Expert Support without the Cost
Empower – Advanced Analytics

• Integrated Cost/Schedule Analytics
  – Intuitive user interface (UI)
  – Complete feature set in a single browser-based UI
  – Collaborative narrative collection

• Integrated Data Health Checks
  – Earned Value
  – Schedule/IMS
  – Cost/Schedule integration

• Designed to engage all project stakeholders
• Enterprise Level Application
• Quickly migrate data and user information from existing analytical tools
Empower Product Demonstration
Questions?